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SUMMARY

Sereral method8 of predicting the compre8sib[e-jow pre8sure
los8 across a baJed aircra$-engine cyl~der were analytically
related and were e.rperz”mentally investigated on a typ”cal air-
coo[ed aircrafi-engine cylinder. Trots un”thand m“thout heat
transfer corereda wide range oj cooling-air$ows and sim?dated
altitude~from sea led to 40,000 feet.

Both the analysis and the test results showed &zt the method
based on the density determined by the static pressure and the
stagnation temperature at the bafle exit gare results comparable
with those obtained from methods dem”redby one-di-menn”onal-
J70Wtheoy. The method based on a characteristic Mach nun-t-
ber, although related analytically to one-dimensional-jlow
theory, was found impractical in the present tests became of the
di~cu[ty encountered in dejining the proper characteristic 8tate
of the coolingair.

.i[though the cylinder-ba~e retitance coefitient determined
by the derwity method wws consistent for a un”derange of heat-
transfer ralues, a. distinct di’erence was observed between the
rabies with and without heat transfer,that could not be explained
by onedimensianal--ow theory. Accurate predictions of alti-
tude pre8sure loss can apparently be made by these methods
prorided that they are based on the results of sea-lerel tests un”th
heat tramfer.

INTRODUCTION

The high operating aItitucIes of both milita~ and com-
mercial aircraft have greatIy increased the severity of the
engine air-cooling probIem. The decrease in the density
of the air wi~h increased altitude necessitates the handling
of a greater vohune of air at higher -reIocities and, as a
result, the flow of cooling air within the fin passages attains
high Mach numbers and a large decrease in the cooling-air
density occurs across the engine. The pressure loss increases
with Mach number and consequently a greater prwsure drop
is needed to force a given weight of cooling air across the
engine at high altitudes than would be required for the same
weight flow of air at lower aItitudes. This” additional
pressure loss, which is a function of Mach number, const.i-
tutw the comprwsibility effect and beeomes a serious factor
at high aItitudes and high rates of heat transfer. It is
therefore important to inclucIe the effect of Mach number in
the prediction of cooling-air pressure-drop requirements at
altitude.

Several methods of eliminating the compressibility effects
have been proposed (references 1 to 5). In references 1 and

3, the air flow is assumed to be one dimensional and two
cMerent solutions for determining the pressure drop are
obtained. ln references 2, 4, and 5, empirical soIutions are
presented. Each of the foregoing methods is apparently
independent, however, and their interrelation has not been
established. The twts of reference 2, which were made
with a section of a cylinder barrel and which showed that
the best reedts would be obtained by using one of the empiri-
caI factors, represent only an idealized situation. Tests on
an actual aircraft-engine cylinder are therefore necessary to
examine more thoroughly the proposed solutions to the
compressibility problem.

In order to evaluate by experimerM clata several methods
of making compressible-flow pressure-drop predictions and
to relate each method anaIyticaIIy by means of onc-
dimensional-flom- theory, an in-restigation n-as conducted
during 1944 at the N..4CA Cleveland laboratory. The mper-
imental work was done on a typical air-cooled cylinder
enclosed in an air duct and mounted on a crankcase. The
tests consisted in varying over a wide range the cooling-air
pressure drop acrom the cylinder at cooling-air conditions
that corresponded to aItitudes varying horn sea leveI to
40,000 feet. The tests were made both without engine
operation and with the engine operating at severaI powers
to determine the effect of heat transfer on cooling-air pres-
sure drop.

SYMBOLS

The folIowing symbols are used in this report:

A
C,–a,
c~,f.,

Cp

F’

G“

9

H

J

area, square feet
baffle-efit pressure-Ioss eoeficient
friction-drag coefficient of fin-baflle passage based

on a~erage of f~ and q3
specific heat of air at constant pressure, 0.24 Btu

per pound per ‘F
friction-drag coefficient of fin-baffle passage (as-

sumed cohstant for aII eIements of path)
cooling-air mass flow based on baffle free-flow area,

slugs per second per square foot
acceleration due to gravity, 32.2 feet per seeond

per second
heat dissipated from cylinder to coohng air, Btu

per pound
mechanical equivalent of heat, 778 foot-pounds

per Btu
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experimental constants

length of fin-baffle passage, feet
Mach number
static pressure, pounds per square foot
dynamic pressure, pounds per square foot
universal gas constant
Reynolds number
static air temperature, ‘R “”
average cylinder-head temperature, ‘R
average coobg-air temperature in fin-baffle pas-

sage, (T~+Ta)/2, ‘R
—

ratio of cooling-air stagnation t empemture rise
across fin-baffle passage G static cooling-air
temperature at baffie inlet, (2’8,f—TZ,J/Ta

cooling-air velocity, feet per second
cooling-air weight flow, pounds per second
distance along fi-baffle passage measured from

baffle irdet, feet

coefficients in 131aclaurin’s series

ratio of specific heats for air, 1.395
cooling-air viscosity, pound~econd per square foot
c.ooIing-air density, slugs per cubic foot
angle between radius drawn to rear of cylinder and

radius drawn to pressure-measuring station at
baflle exit, degrees

ratio of average cooling-air density to Army stand-
arcl sea-level density

pressure drop from front to rear of cylinder, pounds
per square foot

cooling-air stagnation temperature rise across cylin-
der, “F

Subscripts:

b cylinder barrel
h cylinder head
i cooling-air flow condition without heat
0, x characteristic condition of cooling-air flow
8 cooling-air condition at sea level
t coohng-air stagnation condition
1 upstream of cylinder
2 baflle idet
3 baffle exit
4 downstream of cylinder

ANALYSIS

The flow of air across a heated cyIinder-baffle combina-
tion may be considered in three subordinate proc=es: (a)
the flow kta the fin-baffle passage (entrance process), (b)
the flow through the fin-baffle passage (baffle-flow procws),
and (c) the flow from the fin-baffle passage into the free
stream (exit process). The flow into_&e fin-baflle passage
is composed of the acceleration from the main stream to the
baffle inlet during which the air receives some- heat from the

fins dO~ the
some pressure
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forward portion of the cylinder and inrurs
drop due to the friction loss aloug llM fins

ancl to the formation of the velocity profile. I.&nl flow
sepa.ratioi from the baffle wall prolmbly occurs just buyond
the baffh. inlet. The entrnacc process is considered to lx.
complete when full flow within the. fin-MIlo passfigo lMS
been reestablished, although the point where this process
ends is indefinite.

The flow through t.hv fin-bnflie pnssngo mny Iw compmwd
with thtit occurring in a bent channel in which t,hc width
approaches the radius of curvature. in mfignitudc. A second-
ary flow normal to the direction of the mu iil flow develops
and transports low-energy air toward tlw inside of the bend.
The accuglu]ation of the low-energy air rcsulk in scpamt ion
from the cylinder wall, usually before the bdllc out.let is
encountered. Separation will seriously modify the surfmw-
tiction coefficients of tlm channel. The flow is further
complicated by the heat-transfer processes and by the
irregul~r-fi-ba ffle passnges. The rate of heat trnnsfcr nnd the
air flow” are reIat ed through the mechanics of the boundary
layer. Furthermore, the air acceleration result ing from hm~
addition along the fin ptxisago causes nn ad(litionql prcssum
decrease..dong the channel.

The flow of air from the lxdlle passage into !Jm space down-
stream of the cyhnder consists of an abrupt expansion
similar to that occurring for the flow through a channel of
discontfiuous cross section. Becrmse of tho separation of
the flow withii the baffle passage, ihc point at which the
exit process begins is uncertain. It is known that little I.wat
transfer takes place between the rear fins nnd the air leaving
the baffle passage,

ONE-DIMENS1ONAL-FLOWTHEORYMETHODS

As a means of simplifying the analysis, the fin-bafilc pass-
ages are assumed uniform in width and only tho velocities in
the main direction of flow me considered. Thc entrtinwi
procemmay then be assumed to consist of the nddition of
heat at constant pressure at the front of the cylinder and of
the isentmpic expansion from the front of the cylindm to the
baffle entrance. The relation between the prmsurcs nt tho
front of the cylinder and at the baffle inlet can therefore bo
expressed M

( )
=L

P2=Pl,t 1+~+iw 7-1
(la)

or, in terms of the mas; flow of cooling nir, equation (1a)
becomes

The flow process through the fin-lxdlle passage can bo
mathematically represented by the dif7crential form of the
momentum equation modified to include tho effect of friction.
The rate of pressure drop along the channel is
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where the first term on the right side of the equation repre-
sents the Iocal pressure drop resulting from surface friction
and the second term represents that due to reaction resulti~~
from the local chrmge of air density. Because the equation
is not an exact differential~ it, is neme.e.qy to make either an
assumption regarding the manner in -which the heat is added
to the tiir along the path or eIse to determhe the ratio alp/p
from the first law of thermodynamics in order that the equa-
tion be integrable. Two assumptions regarding the manner
in which the heat is added lead to simple solutions: (1) the
heat is added to the caoling air uniformly along the path
(reference 31; and (2) the heat is added so as to increase the
local dyn~c pressure uniformly along the path (reference 1).

For the first assumption, equation (2) is integrated (ref-
erence 3) as

in which the pressure ratio across the baffle passage p8/p2
is determined implicitly. The preemre drop from the main
stream to the bdlle exit is therefore

where jgt/pl,, is obtained from equation (lb).
The second assumption leads to the equation

—-++1)+2(9p2—p8_ cD,f,i P2
qa

(4)

(reference 2)

(5)

By use of the first lavr of thermodynamics, equation (2)
may also be integrated to give the familiar energy equation

(6)

Equations (5) and (6) can then be solved simultaneously
with the continuity equation to give (reference 2)

The density ratio from equation “(7) when substituted in
equation (5) yields the pressure drop across the baflle channel.
The entire pressure drop is then obtained from equation (4).

Jnasmuch as equations .(3), (5), and (7) all originate from
equation (2) and di.tier only in the aswmpt.ion regarding the
manner in which heat is added to the cooling air, it might be
expected that the value of the pressure drop calculated under
either assumption w-ill be approximately the same. The
method using assumption (1] offers the simplest solution.
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In the case of an additional pressure recovery or 10SSat the
baffle exit, the pressure at the exit and at the rear of the
engine can be related (reference 2) by means” of the momem-
tum equation

Pa—P4 As ‘pa

()
—=(ca–a8)–2*4sin 19a+2 ~, ;

$?8
(8)

The angle & is usually small and & is usually large com-
pared with & The last two terms of equation (8) are
consequently of secondary importance and may be neglected,
Equation (8) then reduces to

‘B=c8—a3

%
(9]

In most cases, however, when no attempt is made to recover
any of the kinetic energy at the baffle exit, the pressure
change at the baffle exit may be entirely negIectd.

The foregoing methods of predicting pressure drop at
altitude are complex and therefore other more simple sohl-
tions have been offered. Two such solutions make use of:
(1) the density at the baffle exit (references 2,4, and 5), and
(2) a characteristic llach number determined by a pressure
and a temperature that exist at some point along the flow
path (reference 2).

BAPFLE-EXITDEWITYMETHOD

A dimensional analysis of the factom that affect the
pressure drop indicates that the prwsurr4rop coefficient
Ap/q for a cylinder depends upon the Reynolds number, the
Xlach number, and the ratio of cQoling-air temperature rise
across the cylinder to the inlet cooling-air
pressure-drop coefficient may be written

kmperature. TIMZ
as

or

The tests of reference 2 show thtit, if the pressure-drop
coefficient is evaluated by means of the demity at the baffle
exit, the effect of llach number will be reduced. A relation
may be established between this simple bafile-e.xit density
method and the more complicated one-dimensional-flow
theory. The de~elopment of this relation is e.stablkhtxl as
follows :

If equations (1) and (5) are combined, the press~e drop
from the free stream to the baffle exit can be ~xpressed as

where
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The ratio Ag/p8 can therefore be mpressecl as a function of
3$82. A llaclaurin expansion of the function Ap/pi gives

~=f9,~*’+ &(~432)2+. . . ~~(~i,’)”+ . . . (11)

The coefficient B, and BZare .obtainecl from equation (10)
by calculating the first and second derivatives of Ap/p, with
respect to fifaz and evaluating each derivative at 1432= O.
The calculation of the first and second derivatives indicatea
that equation (11) is a rapid~y convergent series and conse-
quently the first term of equation (11) gives a “very close
approximation @ onedimensionaI-flow theory. The first
term gives msndts that differ from the results obtained.by one-
dimensional-flow theory by not more than’ 5 percent whe~
the exit Jlach number is as high as 0.7. The value of the
coefficient i?l is

— l+c.f’+(%’+’)~’lf%=;& [
and the series given by equation (11) can therefore be closely
approximated as

Ap 1
~=m [ ‘+CDJ’+(%+’)T’l “2)

Equation (12) indicates that the. coeflkient Ap/qSis a function
of only the heat dissipated and the drag coefficient. For the
case of no heat transfer T’ =0, equation (12) becomes simply

()Ap
‘l+CD,f,i

Gi
(13)

The relation between the pressure- drop coefficients with and
without heat transfer can be found, from equations (12) and
(13), to be

Ap

()

Ap l+(T’/2) 3 T’
‘= ~ ~ ~+~t ––—!?8 2 l+T’

(14)

It therefore appears possible, in addition to correcting for
compressibility effects, to obtain the pressure-drop coefficient
Ap/qS on a cold cylinder and then to calculate the coefficient
with heat transfer from equation (14).

CHARACTERISTICMACHNUMBERMETHOD

A second empirical method of eliminating compressibility
effecte uees a compressibility correction factor to relate the
pressure drops for compressible and incompressible flow as

AP’: -J+&

where ilf~ is a filach number characteristic of the flow at
some point along the fin-baffle passage (ieference 2). A rela-
tion between this method and one-dimensional-flow theory
also exists and can be shown as follows: If the Ilaclaurin
expansion is deveIoped in terms of a lfach number charac-

teristic of the flow at some point r along the fh]-bafRe passage
~vz, the foIlowing series results:

q)
=cY,M:+a,(M.’)’+ . . . CYX(M2)‘+ . . .

p. _
(15)

Equation (15) may be divicled by .ll.i and the resulting
mriea inverted and squared to givo

where powers of 31= greater than 2 me ncglcctwl.
The square root of the foregoing equation is then

——

(lG)

For the same air flow at sca level, the charrtcteristic J[ach
number is very small and

17— _
Ap,/q, -2;

Consequently

(17)

The definition of the characteristic Jlach numbur run be
chosen to make a~/al=l/2. Equation (17) thm rcduccs to
the form given in reference 2:

A trial-and-error method must be used to determine from
experimental data the characteristic XiUch numbrr for n
particular cylinder-balllc arrangement in order that equation
(18) be valid. Equation (18) may be analytictilly applied
by using conditions at the baffle exit us those chvactcris(ic
of the flow. Thus in equation (17)

al=&

and

Cq =/32

In general>

and therefore

:<:

The appl{cat.ion of equation (1S) should then give higher
predicted pressure-drop values than equation (17) when the
baffle-exit density determines the clmracteristic sttitc.
Satisfactory resulti were obtained (refercncc 2) when the
characteristic state was determined by tlw stagnation pres-
sure upstream of ‘the cyIinder, the stugna.tion tmnpwnt urc
downstream of the cylinder, and the mass flow of cooIing air.
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Application oF BAFFLE-EXIT DENSITY METHOD

Two methocla of applying the one-dimensional-flow theory
are presented in references 1 and 3, but the use of the bafll~
exit density method is impracticable because the static tem-
perature at the bathe exit is diflicult to measure. The stag-
nation temperature at the baffle exit can be measured and if,
in the pressure-drop coefficient, the true ba.ffle-e.sit density is
replaced by the density determined by the static pressure
and the stagnation temperature at the baflle exit., the vaIue of
the coefficient will closely approximate e that obtained by
means of one-dhnensionaI-flow theory. If this density is
dmignated &, the corresponding llach number and velocity

pressure .V8 and 33 are given by

e. @

and
Q2

From the pretious analysis, the new coefficients ~1 and A in
the series expansion given by equation

Fl=l%

and
B,=o.43*

(11) are

The use of either ~~or q~thus gives the same degree of approx-
imation to onedimenaional-flow theory.

A simpIe method of predicting the ~ressure drop based on
the density ~a can now be used. In the case where the
pressure loss at the baffle exit is small, the cylinder prawn-e
drop is simpIy

Ap=pl,,—pa
or

PI, t—P8=1
Ap (19)

Mien a significant pressure change occurs at the baflle exit,
the ratio given by equation (19) will differ from unity. If
the assumption is made that the percentage of the over-all
pressure drop which occurs at the baflle exit will not change
with ahitude, equation (19) may be expressed genera~y as

Pl,t—P8 ~—-— .
Ap (20)

Then

P8=Pl,a–K4

The pressuredrop coefficient Apfi8, or 2>p/@, is a func-
tion of the Re.ynoIds number. For a given fm-batlle arrange-
ment, however, the charact eriatic length is fi..ed and con-
sequently the Reynolds number varies only with the mass
flow of cooling air Q and the cooling-air viscosity p; therefore,
if the Reynolds number at sea leveI and at a given altitude
are equal, the mass flow of cooling air at the altitude com3i-
tion can be reduoed to the equivalent mass flow of cooling
air at sea level Gk/PO. The quantity p, is the standard
sea-leveI viscosity and pa is the actual viscosity at altitude or

—.
at the condition under -which pressuredrop comput at ions
are made. The pressure-clrop coefficient Ap~, may thus
be written as

(21)

The stagnation temperature at the bafie exit is assumed
equal to the downstream stagnation temperature -and is
obtained from sea-level heat-transfer data. The heat dis-
sipated per pound of cooling air is calculated by means of
stagnation temperatures (reference 6) and is given by

H=cP(T,, ,– T1,,) (22)

The value of H can also be espreased in a manner similar to
that of reference 7 as

H=&’@(Tk– T,,,) (23)

where S and m are constants determined from sea-Ievel tests.
The solution of equations (22) and (23) for T*,l gives

S@Ta,$=—~p (Th— Tl,l) + T,,, (24) ““

which is the value of Ts, t at the baffle e.tit of the cylinder
head. A similar repression -will hold for the barrel.

The density ~ is expressed as

RTat &
~= A= PI,J—KA (25)

,

The substitution of this relatiou in equation (21) gives

?q.#’.-=j (*) (26)

which, when solved for Ap, becomes

{[
AP=#K pI,L— ( ~j]’”} (27)pi,?–2nT@lf Q ~

The value of G is obtained from the basic cooling-c40:rela-
t.ion equation (reference 7) and the viscosity ratio is-‘ctilcu-
lated from the average of the cyIinder-head or cylinder-barrel
temperatures and the ceding-air temperature. The coeffi-
cient 2-@p/Qz is obtained from a sea-leveI calibration curve
based on tests with heat transfer and the value of h=is also
determined from sea-Ievel data, although in most cases K
ti probably be sticiently close to unity that it may be
negIected. The altitude and the pressure rise in front of
the engine due to the wIocity of the airpIane determine the
vaIue of pl,1 and the pressure drop across the engine can
then be evaIuated from equation (27).

APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTATION

Test equipment.-The accuracy of the various methods
of estimating the effect of altitude on the relation between
the pressure drop and the cooling-air weight flow was jn-
w.stigat ed on R rear-row cylinder from a typid 18-cylhder
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air-cooled engine equippecl with standard flight bafflea
(fig, 1) and mounted on a converted nmlticylinder crank-
case. Front-row baflles were installed upstream of the test
cyIinder to simulate flight. air.-flow conditions. The cyIinder
was enclosed within an airtight duct through which cooling
air was supplied at temperature and pressure conditions
ranging from sea level to 40,000 feet. Automatic controls
in the air-supply system maint tiined the cooling-air condi-
tions upstream of the cylinder within +0.05. inch of
mercury and within + 4° F of the desired values. The
quantity of cooling air was measured by met-msmf an ad-
justable orifice Iocatcd upstream of the test segtion and the
pressure drop across the orifice was indicated by an alcohol-
flIlcd microma.nometer. The cooling-air weight measure-
ments were accurate within + 1 percent. A straight section
of pipe extended approximately 10 diameters in front of the
cylinder. The power developed by the engine was absorbed
by a dynamometer and an inductor coupled as a unit.

Cylinder instrumentation,-The cooling-air pressures at
the baffle inlet and exit were measured with open-end tubes
located as shown in figure 2. The tubes.had a wall thickness
of 0.006 inch and an outside diameter of 0.040 inch and
were placed midway between the flu root and the fin tip.
Static pressures, which were taken only at the baffle exit,
were measured by open-end tubes placed flush with the fin
surfacca as shown in figure 2 (c). The total-pressure and
static-pressure tubes at the baffle exit were located in
adj accnt fin spaces. The pressure drop across the cylinder
was indicated by the pressure diflerenco between two static
piezometer rings located upstream and downstream of the
cylinder. Each ring consisted of four interconnected taps;
one tap was located in each of the four sides of the cooling-air
duct,

The cooling-air temperature at the front of the cylinder
was measured by two iron-constantan thermocouples Iocated
in the center of the cooling-air duct 2}~ feet in front of the
cylinder, Tlm temperature of the cooling air leaving the
cylincler was measured by shielded iron-constant m thermo-
couples placed at four locations behind the cylinder head
and at four locations behind the cylinder barrel. Cyliuder tem-
peratures were measured by iron-mnstantan thermocouples
peened into the cylinder at 22 plncea on the head and 10
places on the barrel. The location of the cylinder thermo-
couples was similar to that sbowm in figure 7 of reference 8.

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS AND CALCULATIONS

The validity of the one-dimensional-flow analyses may be
established by showing that the coefllcients CD,f,f and F are
functions of only the Reynolds number and are independent
of compressibility effects. .If such a relation exists for
CD,r,t and 1’, then from the analysis the pressure-drop
coefficient Ap&s will be approximately independent t of com-
pressibility effects, but the extent to which the compressi-
bility tiects are eliminated must be experimentally demon-
strated. Am investigation must also be made to determine
whether, for an actual cyIinder, a characteristic Nfach number

can be found that is suitable for use in the correction factor

po~. The effect of htiat transfer cm each of th~.
foregoing.methods of estimating pressure drcp must also be
determined.

Investigations were conducted to obhtin dnt u permit ting
evaluation of the drag and cylindcr pressure-drop coc~lciwts
over a wide range of air flows.

1----1~#
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FIGURE1,-CyIIndermdOlghtbullleslnstshdbrjnckcL
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Runs without heat transfer.-Runs were first conducted
without heat transfer. The flow of cookg air over the
cylinder lm.ad and barrel was separately determined by
blocking each section and causing the air to flow over only
the unbIocJied section. The air flow across the flange and
the barrel was separated in order that a more accurate -due
of the mass velocity of the cooling air Q might be determined
for the barrel without the flange.

The entire cyhnder was also bIocked to determine the
leakage around the outside of the baffles. In each case the
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cooling-air weight, the pressure and the temperature at the
front of the cylinder, the pressure at the rear of the cylinder,
and the pressures at the baflle inlet and at the bafile at
of the unblocked section of the cylinder were measured.
Them tests were conducted at density altitudes correspond-
ing to sea level, 15,000, 30,000, aud 40,000 feet based on
Army standard summer-air temperatures.

Runs with heat transfer,-Rune at these same altitudes
were conducted at four engine powem. In addition to the
measurements taken during the tests without heat transfer,
the coohg-air temperature at the rear of the cylinder was
recorded. Because the distribution of. the cooling air be-
tween the cylinder head and the cylinder barreI could not
be determined, the tdaI cooling-air flow over the entire
cylinder was measured.

Calculations (data without heat transfer),-The evalua-
tion of the drag coef%cient CD,f,t requires that the state. of
the cooling air at t~e baffle idet and exit bG known. For
teats without herd transfer, the values of CD,!,{’ w“tie found
from equation (5), which can be more conveniently written as

-=WE+O+’(2’) ‘m)
The values of@ for the cylinder head and barrel were calcu-
lated from the measured cooling-air weight and the fredlcm
area of the fin-baffle passage. The density at the front of
the cylinder was determined from the measured pressure and
tempwature at that point and the pressure p%was then ob-
tained from equation (lb). The temperature at’ the baflle
inlet followed from the isentropic temperatur=presaure
relation and the density ~ was evaluated from the values
of pa and T*. Experimental values were used for P*. The
density ratio pz/p3and OD,~,iwere then evaluated by means
of equation (28) and the curves of figure 5 in reference 1.

In reference 3, the calculation of the. pressure drop across
the cylinder was simplified by evaluating the pressure &op
exactly by means of equations (lb), (3), and (4) and then
pIotting the ratio Ap/pl,1 as a function of its value at low
hlach numbers

Z%++W++9
Curves of this type, using AT/1’l ,t and F as parameters, are
given in figure 10 of reference 3. The coef3ici@ F was
determined from these curves for known values of Ap, PI ,~,
PI,,, and TI ,~. The cool@-air temperature rise AT was
zero for the tats without heat transfv..

The pressure-drbp “coefficient Ap~a, cy 2&ip/@, was evil-
uated from measured valucsof Q, Ap, pa, and T1,~;the tem-

perature T,,, was used instead of TS,’ for the data without
heat transfer.

v“The characteristic Alach number factor PO 1—ill, was
evaluated from measured values of (7,pl, ~,T1,~,and the c~es
of figure 2 in reference 2.

Calculations (data with heat ~ansfer),—The cuefEcients
(?D,,,~ and F could not be directIy determined for the data
with heat transfer because the air flow over the head and

barrel cou~ not be individually measured. The presauro-
drop coefEcient Ap/& however, was evaluated for the cylin-
der as a whole; the stagnation temperature at the rear of
the cylinder was used for Ts,i.

In order-to wmmtie still furLher the effect of heat transfer,
the pressu~e drop requirecl with heat tranefer at altitudo was””
calculated by each method except the one utilizing the char-
acteristic” 3fach number. A method of succmsivc approxi-
mations was. used to detewine the distribution of cooling
air across the head and barrel. The distribution was first
assumed @ be the same as that found in the tests without
heat tramifer and corresponding vahm of pressure drop”
across the head and barrel were calculated by equations (5),
(7), and (9). The experimental pressure drops across tho
head and the barrel were the same and therefore any differ-
ence in the calculatd values was assumed to result from g
change in the co&ng-a& distribution obtained. from teats
without heat transfer. A correction to the air distribution
was made by adjusting the assumed barreI air fl.w until the.
pressure drop acroes the barrel agreed with that for the head.

Pressure-drop predictions by means of the method baaed
on the static pressure and the stagnation temperature at l-hc
badle exit were made from equation (27).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

EVALUATION OF DATX

The usual manner of calibrating the air flow over the
head and the barrel of a cylinder consists in plotting the
cooling-air weight flow against the product of (he cooling-air
pressure drop and &e ratio of the mean of the inlet and exit
densities to the standard sea-level air density. Curves of
this type were determined (fig. 3) for several altitudes with

&OAp,iizwafer

FIGwm L-odibratlon curve of coolhwak w@ght flow; data w[thout heat trms[cr.

data obt’tied without heat tranefert The wick systematic
variation indicates that a sea-level calibration of this t.ypi
cannot be used accurtitely at any altitude beyond tho valuo
of pressure drop ati which the deviation from the sca-lwwl
curve is significant.- The divergence of the altitude curves
will increase with the addition of heat. Similar compressi-—
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bility effects were observed in the tests” of reference 2. The
methods that account for these compressibdity efiects may
be evaluated by observing whether the data for dl altitudes
fall on one curve or, more precisely, if the drag or pressure-
drop coefficients used are functions of only the Reynokle
number. An uncorrected compressibility eilect exists if,
in the plot of drag or cylinder pressure-drop coefficient
against Reynokls number (proportional to @p,/A), the alti-
tude data at high air flows indicate a rising curve. The
greater the deviation of this rising curve from the sea-Ievel
curve the greater is the inaccuracy in the method of correc-
tion.

One-dimensional-flow processes (without heat transfer).—
The relation between CD,r,i and the corrected mass flow of
coohng air (proportional to the characteristic ReLynolds
number) shows no definite trend with tdtitude (fig. 4) and is

I I !
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therefore considered independent of compressibility eflects.
The curves on this and subsequent @.res are drawn through
the sea-level data. The dispersion of the data at high
values of air flow across the cyIinder head is ez-plained by
the unsymmetrical fin passages on the head. The friction-
drag co&icient CDJ,* based on the mean of the dynamic
pressures at the batie ends, can be evaluated more accurately
when the exit conditions are uniform, as on the cylinder
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~

G
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A1+itude
(f+]

o 0 Seu jevel- —
+- Is,m
n 3@n3
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EIGUBE S.—variation of bame+xit presnm loss -ent Wfthcorreeted rna?9flow of Oxmog

air; data without heat tranek.

barreI, than -when they are cxxcee&ngIy nonuniform due to
unsymmetrical fin passages, as on the cylinder head.

The data points for the coefficient of pressure ‘change
across the baflle exit da—% scatter somewhat (fig. 5) for
both the cylinder head and barrel but the values are smalI
compared with the baffle pressuredrop coeflicienta and may
be neglected for the cylinder head. The relative magnitude
of the pressure loss across the fin-baffle passage of the barreI
and across the entire cylinder may be seen by plotting the
ratio (pI ,~—pa)/Ap against Ap/pl, ~, as in figure 6. The pres-
sure Ioss across the barreI bathe exit is about 10 percent of
the entire cylinder pressure Ioss and therefore cannot be
neglected in accurate cdcilations involving this particular
cylinder barrel. Because the exit loss is a small part of

I

.
[~

<

APL% t
?IGmE&—Relationbetwwnp~nre Iossacroasfi-bafdepassageofqlladerb?in’elend

Pressnre10ssacrusentiracylhder;datswithoutbeattimsfer.
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the entire loss, moderate inaccuracies in the exit coefficient
will have only a slight effect on the overall pressure-loss
coefllcient. The sum of the pressure-loss coe.tllcim.~ for
the entrance process, the baffle flow process, and the exit
process gives the over-all pressurdos9 .coeflicient (reference
2) as

(29)~= 1+CD,L{+ (C8–fh)

where the exit coefEcient given by equation (9) is used in
place of the coeilicie.nt given by equation (8). The variation
of the over-all pressure-loss Ccmi3icient with the correck.d
mass flow of cooIing air is shown in figure 7 for the cylinder
head and barrel. The correlation of the pressure-loss coeffi-
cient is satisfactory for all altitudes although a slight uncor-
rected compressibility effect for the cylindw head appears
at 30,000 feet. This slight discrepancy may be neglected
inasmuch. as the effect does not appear at an aItitude of
40,000 feet.

In the application of t~e one-dimensional-flow analysis,
assuming uniform heat addition (reference 3), the value of
the frictiondrag coeilicient F’ is derived from the over-all
pressure drop instead of the pressure drop across the baflle

p&age; consequently, when there is no heat transfer an
equality exists between the over-all pressure-loss coefllcient

. .

., 2&~=l+F..”
@

and the Over-all pressure-loss .coeficient of .equat ion (29).
This obswation is substantiated by comparing thu relation
between the coefficimt J+ F and the corrected mass fiow.
of cooling air (fig. 8) with the similar relation for.thu codk’ient

1+ cD,f,i+ (cS–a8) (fig. 7).

Density-correction method (without heat transfer).—
The pressure-loss coeflicicnt based on the density detmnined
by the static pressure and the stagnation tempcmlurc at the
baffle exit is plotted agninst the coITccted mass flow of
cooIing air in figure 9. The similarity between the rcIations
shown in figures 7 to 9 substantiates the rclat.ion given by
equation (13), which showed that without heat transfer tho
pressure-loss coefficient 2&Ap/& is very mxdy 1+ (?Drf,{.

Therefore, when the baffle-exit coefficient is small, the density
correction based on the stati~ pressure and the stagnation
temperature at the baflle exit provides a very close approxi-
mation to either of the one-dimensional-flow methods.
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The pressuredrop coefficient based on the dommstream
density was evaluated and is plotted in figure 10 to demon-
strate the effect of the baffle-esit coefficient on correlating
altitucle-pre.ssure-loss data. Because the pressure change
across the baflle ait of the cylincler heacl is negligible, the
results for the head are nearly the same as the density cor-
rection of figure 9. A measurable change of state take
place at the baffle tit of the cylinder barrel and the use of

i
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the downstream density overcorrects for the compressibility
effect. -The adcIitiona.1 loss at the e.tit, however, can be
accounted for by the use of the factor Kin equation (2?).

Characteristic Mach number (without heat transfer) .—
The incompressible-flow pressure-drop coefficient
2PO~ll—lii02Ap/@ was evaluated by means of the upstream
stagnation pressure and the d&mstream staagpation tem-
perature and is plotted in figure 11 against the corrected
mass flow of cooling air. The lack of correlation of the alti-
tude data clearly shows that the effect of compressibility has
not been eliminated.
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A trkd-ancl-error method is required to determine the
characteri8t.ic State. that. ineures sati8factQry application of
the fik.h number correction factor. The state determined
by the upstream stagnation pressure and the downstream
stagnation temperature, which gave good reaulte in the teatg
of reference 2, does not appear to be generally applicable to
all types of fin-baffle arrangement. Evaluation of the
present data using various characteristic states gave results
that varied from those shown in figure 11 to a complete
inversion of the same figure in which the compressibility
effects were overcompensated. It must therefore be con-
cluded that this type of correlation is not generaIIy practical
because of the difficulty in determining the characteristic
state.

Application of methods to ffow with heat transfer.—
Because separate measurement of the cooling-air flow over

the head and the barrel was impossible for the tests with
heat transfer, the .coeflkients c~,r,, and F could not bo
evaluated. The combined flow over the hcrtd and barrel
was, however, obtained and used to show the eflcct of heat
transfer on the pressuredrop coefficient bused on the dcnsiLy
determined by the average static pressure and the stagnation
temperature at the baffle exit. The duta were rtlso evahmtcd
by means of the downstream density. The average prcssure-
drop coefficients for the cylinder IMMdand lx-wreI comhiucd
are pIotted in figure 12 as a function of the corrcctcd average
mass velocity of coohng air and me comprtrcd -with tlw
results without hetit transfer. Except for the and com-
pressibility effect for h@l uir flows at. 30,000 and 40,000 feet,
which is evidenced by the slight upwarcl trend of the data,
figure 12, (a) indicat~ that the pressuredrop cocf%cicnt
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FIGURE 12,—Pressure-drop wefliofents for combined head and barrel determined with md without heat transfer.
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brtsed on the static pressure and the stagnation temperature
at the baffle ~tit is independent of both rdt,itude and tide
variations in heat transfer. The pressure-drop coefficient
based on the downstream density (fig. 12 (b)) also appears
to be unaffected by \vide variations in heat transfer but,
because of the pressure 10S at the baffle tit of the barrel, the
data for 30,000 and 40,000 feet fall be.lo~ that at 15,000 feet
and sea leveI at high air flows. The maximum spread of the
data at 40,000 feet is 11% percent.

The average cylinder pressuredrop coefficient based on
the average static pressure and the stagnation temperature
at the bathe exit of the cylinder was evaluated for the data
without heat transfer (fig. 12 (c)) and the mea-n relations
with and without heat transfer are compared in figure 12 (d).
~ comparison of figures 12 (a) and 12 (e) shows an increased
compressibZty effect at 40,000 feet resuIting from the addi-
tion of heat. The primary eflect of heat transfer, however,
was to raise the level of the prcssuredrop coefficient; the
difference between the coefficients with and without heat
transfer became greater at Iovr mass flows. The difference
is much larger than predicted by equation (14). It appears
that the increase in the pressuredrop coefficient occurs
abrupt.Iy and that addit.ionaI heating effects do not occur
beyond the point of transition. The transition apparently
results at engine conditions below normal operation and
therefore is of no significance in practice.

COMPARATIVEACCURACYOFCORRE~ON METHODS

The effectiveness of each method of estimating the cooling-
air pressure drop without heat transfer was evaluated by
determining from figures 7 to 10 the percentage deviation
of the altitude data from the sea-Ievel calibration. Only the
cylinder head was considered because it is usuaIly the critical
part. Points were taken at vahes of Ap/p,,t=O.Z, 0.3, 0.4,
and 0.5. The method based on the characteristic ktach

~ vras not evaluated because ofnumber correction p~l 1
the obvious Iack of correlation shown by @me 11. The
rake are presented in the following table:
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At 30,000 feet, rdl methods show a systematic increase in
the deviation from the sea-leveI curve as the value of Ap/pI ,t
increases. At 40,000 feet, the density-correction methods
and the one-dimensional-flow methocls are equally accurate
for all values of Ap/pl,t considered. The results for the
method assuming uniform heat distribution were extended
only to Ap/pl, i= 0.3, which w-as appro.timately the ma.xinmm
value usecl in the curves of reference 3. It. appears, however,
that this method will be applicable over the same range as
the other methods. Estimates of pressure drop can therefore
be made with the same accuracy by either the density-
correction or the one-dimensional-flow methods.

A further comparison of the methods of estimating cooling- “”
air pressure drop was made for tests -with heat transfer by

ROUBE 13.–C0oltng-elr temremdure rke aerom crlhder heed and barrel as ftmctkm ofeom-

bhed head and barrel cmIfng-eir flow. CylJndcr broke horwpower, M.

comparing the experimental pressuredrop data with pressure-
drop values for similar cooling-air and engine condi~ioga
calculated with calibration curves obtained without heat
transfer. For each method of predicting pressure drop, the
calculations mere made at aItitudes of 15,000 and 40,000 feet
and at a cylinder brake horsepower of 56 to determine the
pressure drops corresponding to given weights of cooling
air flowing over the cyIi.nder. The mass flow of cooling
air was corrected for variation in viscosity caused hy the
addition of heat. The magnitude of the temperature rise
across the cylinder at the power used in the calculations is
shown in f3gure 13. (lalculrdions were aIso made from the
calibration curve of Ilgure 3, which is based on the aye~ge
coohng-air density across the engine. For this method an
equation of the form

~= C(UAp) “ (30)

was used. The values of O and n were determined from the
sea-leveI curve of figure 3; consequently, equation (30) can
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be written

~i’~+,= 0.406 (u=,Ap)0n7 (31)

where ]~~b is the combined air flow over the head and the
barrel.

The comparison of experimental and calculated remdts
(fig. 14) shows that the experimental pressure-drop values
are 10 to 15 percent higher than those calculated by any of
the methods. The calculations were made with the curves of
prwsuredrop coeffic.ie.nts obtained from the tests, without
heat transfer. The results are the same as those indicated
in figure 12 (d). hlore accurate estimates of pressure drop
can be made if the pressure-drop coefficients are obtained
from curves based on tests with heat transfer. This observa-
tion was verified by calcuhtting the pressure drops from the
heat-transfer curve of figure 12 (d). A comparison of the
calculated pressure drops with the experimental results (fig.
15) shows that the agreement is good. Similar results are
to be expected if OD,r,{and F are obtained from heat-transfer
data. Accurate pressure-drop predictions can therefore. be
made by either of the one-dimensional-flow methods or by the
density-correction method given in equation (27) if the
pressuredrop coefficients are determined from sea-leveI tests
with heat transfer,

~
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Figure-lJ5 further substantiates the accuracy of the drt~i~y
method for predicting pressure loss across an air-cooled
cyhnder at altitude. This method has the mlvanttigo of
simplicity over the methods derived from onedimonsional-
flow theory.

SUMMARY OF RESULTS

A comparison of methods for predicting the compressiblc-
flow pressure loss across a baffled, air-cooled cylindm and tho
evaluation of these methods by test data gave the following
results:

1. The methods based on the density determined by tho
static pressure and the stagnation temperature at the bafTlo
exit and the characteristic Jlach number were shown by
analysis to be close approximations to the methods derived
by one-dimensional-flow theory.

2. The experimental results obtained without heat transfer
showed that the density method based on the static pressure
and the stagnation temperature at the baffle c.xit and LI1O
methods derived by one-dimensional-flow theory sufliricwtly
eliminated the compressibility effects for the flow across boi.h
the head and the barrel of the cylinder. Tho use of t.l]c
characteristic Afach number was found impractical bcmtiso
of the difficulty encountered in determining the chwwc teristic
state.

3. The pressure change across the bdllc exit was nrgligiblc
for the cylinder head but amounted to approximately 10 per-
cent of the tottd-pwssure loss for the cylinder barrcI.
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4. The use of the density at the rear of the cylinder for the
cylinder tested was satisfactory for the cylinder heacl but.
was slightiy in error for the cylinder bam-el.

5. The tests with heat transfer shovred that the cylinder
pressure-drop coefficient increased as a result of the addition
of heut. The clifTerence between the pressure-drop coeffi-
cients determined with and m-ithout heat transfer became
greater as the mass flov” of cooling air decreased. The differ-
ence vras much greater than that predicted from one-
dimensional-flo~ theory.

6. Because of the unaccountable effect of heating, the
use of the pressure&op coefficients found from teats Without
heat transfer to predict pressure-drop requirements o-rer a
tide range of air f70w at 15,000 and 40,000 feet for a given
engine porer resulted in an underestimation of the pressure
drop by 10 to 15 percent. I?redictiona differing leas than
10 percent from the experimental results were made by using
the pressure-drop coefficients obtained from tests -ivith heat
transfer.

CONCLUSIONS

1. In order to make accurate compressibl~flo~ prmsure-
drop predictions tit,h the methods presented, the cylinder
pressure-drop coefficient, should be evaluated from tests tith
heat transfer.

2. The cyIi.nder pressure-drop coefficient based on the
static pre=tie and the stagnation temperature at the baffle
exit can be used to make compressible-flow’ preasuredrop

ALTITUDE ACROSSBAFFLED OTLINDHR

predictions -with the same accuracy as
by one-dimensional-flow theory.
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the methods derived
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